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Abstract 
We give what we believe to be the first combinatorial proof of J. West's conjecture that is to 
say we show that two-stack sortable permutations are in correspondence with rooted nonseparable 
planar maps. The generating tree of a set of permutations with forbidden subsequences and its 
characterization by a rewriting system are used to obtain this correspondence. Other results on 
the number of two-stack sortable permutations with given classical parameters are presented. 
(~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
Many authors have enumerated permutations with forbidden subsequences (see, for 
example, [1,4, 8,11 - 17,20, 22, 23]). In particular, Knuth [ 13] considered sorting a per- 
mutation by a passage through a single stack and showed that these permutations cor- 
respond to the set Sn(231) of Catalan permutations that is to say permutations having 
no subsequence of type 231. 
West [20,21] studied permutations sortable by two passages through a stack given a 
ground rule similar to the 'Tower of Hanoi' on the stacks: no element may be placed 
on top of a smaller element. This problem is different from Knuth's generalization [13] 
without stack constraints. West characterized these permutations in terms of forbidden 
subsequences. The patterns to avoid were 2341 and 3241, the latter being allowed in 
the case where it is itself a subsequence of the pattern 35241 in the permutation. We 
use the notation ~, =S,(2341,35241) for this set of two-stack sortable permutations 
on [n]. For example, note that permutations 2341 and 3241 do not belong to ~4. In 
both cases, after one step of the sorting algorithm, we obtain the permutation 2314 
which is not one-stack sortable. Nevertheless, the permutation 35241 belongs to ~5. 
West [20,21] conjectured that there are 2(3n)!/((n + 1)!(2n + 1)!) such permuta- 
tions. This conjecture was analytically proven by Zeilberger [24]. His proof is based 
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upon an equation of degree 23 in three variables obtained using the computer algebra 
system Maple. Zeilberger points out that he looked for a combinatorial proof without 
Success. 
Note the remarkable fact that he number of two-stack sortable permutations also 
enumerates a certain family of planar maps. Finding a one-to-one correspondence be- 
tween these objects would then give a purely combinatorial proof of West's conjecture. 
Nonseparable planar maps are planar maps [5,18,19] which have no cut-vertices 
(the map cannot be separated into two connected components in cutting one vertex 
'in half'). A map is rooted by distinguishing one vertex as the root vertex and one 
edge incident with the root vertex as the root edge. Tutte [18] proved that there are 
2(3n) !/((n + 1 )!(2n + 1 )! ) rooted nonseparable planar maps with n + I edges. This result 
has since been refined in subsequent research by counting these maps with respect o 
various parameters. Brown [2] enumerated these maps according to the number of 
edges and the degree of the rooted face (the face adjacent of the rooted edge) and 
Brown and Tutte [3] counted these maps according to the number of edges and the 
number of vertices. 
Dulucq et al. [7] established a correspondence b tween rooted nonseparable planar 
maps with n + 1 edges and permutations of ¢g, =S,(2413,41352) (called the set of 
nonseparable permutations). Furthermore, they proved that the degree of the rooted 
face and the number of vertices are, respectively, the number of right-to-left maxima 
and the number of descents under this correspondence. 
We continue this correspondence by finding a series of bijections which together 
map the set cg, = S,(2413, 41752) of nonseparable p rmutations to the set ~, = S,(2341, 
35241) of two-stack sortable permutations. We thus have a completely combinatorial 
proof of West's conjecture. In fact we prove a finer enumeration f the set of two-stack 
sortable permutations according to several parameters we introduce. 
The idea behind our proof technique is to determine the generating tree for a set 
of permutations with forbidden subsequences, and then to characterize this generating 
tree by a rewriting system. Indeed, when two generating trees are characterized by 
the same rewriting system, they are isomorphic and the objects they generate are in 
correspondence. 
The rewriting system for the nonseparable p rmutations of cg, = S,(2413,41352) was 
given in [7]. However, the relation between cg,=S,(2413,41-352) and ~n=S,(2341, 
35241) is not immediate (their generating trees are not isomorphic) and it is necessary 
to exhibit four different rewriting systems (and consider seven different sets of permu- 
tations with forbidden subsequences) to establish the correspondence. A fine analysis 
of these rewriting systems allows to enumerate hese permutations according to various 
parameters, and to obtain finer results than does Zeilberger [24]. 
First, we define some notation related to generating trees of permutations with 
forbidden subsequences. Then we present our main results and describe the corre- 
spondence between two-stack sortable permutations and nonseparable permutations. 
Next, we explain in detail each step of the correspondence and we also obtain the 
enumerating formulas. 
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2. Definitions and notations 
In this section, we recall the theory of permutations with forbidden subsequences 
and generating trees. 
2.1. Permutations 
Let Sn be the set of permutations on [n]--{1,2 .... ,n}. 
The following three classical bijections on Sn are defined for all permutations n in 
S, and l<<.i<<.n: 
• The mirror permutation n* in S, is defined by n*(i) = n(n + 1 - i). 
• The complement permutation n c in S~ is defined by nc(i) = n + 1 - n(i). 
• The inverse permutation  -1 in S~ verifies n- l ( i )  = j  ¢e~ n( j )  = i. 
Consider the following parameters on a permutation  in S,: 
• Let lrmax(n), rlmax(n), lrmin(n) and rlmin(n) denote respectively, the number 
of left-to-right maxima, right-to-left maxima, left-to-fight minima and right-to-left 
minima of n. 
For example, lrmax(n)= [{n(i): 1 <~i<~n and V1 <.~j<i ,n( j )<n( i )}  I. 
• Let rise(n), desc(n), invrise(n) and invdesc(n) denote respectively the number of 
rises of n, descents of n, rises of n -1 and descents of n -1. 
For example, rise(n)= 1{i: 1 <~i<n and n( i )<n( i  + 1)}l. 
For any permutation n in S~, we have rise(n)+ desc(n)= n -  1 and the relations given 
by Fig. 1. 
2.2. Permutations with forbidden subsequences 
We now define subsequences to forbid from permutation. 
Definition 1. A permutation  in Sn contains a subsequence of type r in Sk if and 
only if there are 1 ~< it(l) < it(E) < • ""  < it(k) ~< n such that n(il ) < n( i2 )  < " "  < n(i k). Let 
Sn(z) be the set of permutations in Sn which does not contain any subsequence of 
type z. 
Example. The permutation =6145732 belongs to $7(2413) but not to $7(3142) be- 
cause the subsequence n(1 )n(2)n(5)n(6) =6173 is of type 3142. 
Definition 2. A barred permutation ~ on [k] is a permutation z in Sk with one dis- 
tinguished element. Let ¥ be the permutation on [k - 1] constituted by the k - 1 
nondistinguished lements of T converted into a permutation. A permutation n in S. is 
said to contain a subsequence of type T in Sk if and only if n contains a subsequence 
of type ¥ which is not itself part of a subsequence of type z. Let Sn(T) be the set of 
permutations in Sn which does not contain any subsequence of type ~. 
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Fig. 1. The effect of classical bijections on the considered parameters. 
Example. The permutation rc = 6145732 belongs to $7(41352), with ~ = 41352, because 
all the subsequences of zt of type ¥= 3142 are themselves ubsequences of a sub- 
sequence of type z = 41352. For example, the subsequence rffl)~z(2)n(5)rff6)= 6173 
[resp. n(1)Tz(2)n(5)~z(7)=6172] of type k" is part of ~z(1)rr(2)n(3)n(5)n(6)=61473 
[resp. zr(1)~z(2)zff3)~z(5)rff7) = 61472] of type ~. On the other hand, the permutation 
does not belong to $7(35241) because, for example, the subsequence n(1)n(3)Tz(5) 
7z(6) = 6473 of type 3241 is not part of a subsequence of type 35241. 
The forbidden patterns we will consider will be barred permutations or ordinary 
permutations of any length. 
Given forbidden patterns Zl . . . . .  Zp, we denote S, (  Z l . . . .  , Z p ) = Sn( Z l ) fq "'" A S , (  z p ). 
2.3. Generat ing  t rees 
Consider the generating tree of a family of permutations with forbidden subsequences 
defined as follows. See also [8,10,11,20]. 
Definition 3. Let {~1 . . . . .  "Cp} be a class of forbidden patterns such that there is 
no pattern with its greatest element distinguished. Define the infinite generating tree 
T(z l  . . . . .  Zp) for permutations in S~(zl  . . . . .  Zp) for some n built in the following 
way: 
root(T(Zl . . . . .  Zp)) := the permutation 1 in Si(zl . . . . .  Zp). 
for any vertex v in T(Zl . . . . .  zp) corresponding to a permutation zr in 
S.(~l . . . . .  ~p), 
children(v) := {7 E S.+l(Zl . . . . .  zp): 7 becomes g by deleting the 
element n + 1). 
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I 
4321 ~ (3) 
321 ~ 3421 (4) 
3241 ~ (4) 
~ 4231 ~ (3) 
2431 ~ (4) 
21 231 2341 ~ (5) 
2314 ~ (5) 
4213 ~ (3) 
~ 2413 ~ (5) 
213 2143 ~ (5) 
2134 ~ (5) 
4312 ~ (3) 
312 ~ 3412 ~ (4) 
~ 3142 ~ (4) 
4132 ~ (3) 
1432 ~ (4) 
12 132 1342 ~ (5) 
1324 ~ (5) 
4123 ~ (3) 
~ 1423 ~ (4) 
123 1243 ~ (5) 
1234 ~ (5) 
Fig. 2. The generating tree T(3214,24135). 
Example. Fig. 2 presents the first four levels of generating tree T(3214,24135) and 
indicates the distribution of the 91 permutations on level 5. 
Clearly, each permutation in S,,(z~ . . . . .  Zp) appears once and only once in T(zl . . . . .  Zp). 
In order to characterize the generating tree T(Zl . . . . .  zp), we associate a label to each 
vertex corresponding to a permutation. Then, we define a rewriting system based on 
these labels and which allows to recursively build a tree isomorphic to T(zl . . . . .  Zp) 
by applying the rewriting rules. This rewriting system consists of an axiom (giving 
the label of the permutation 1 in SI(Zl . . . . .  Zp)) and a set of rewriting rules giving 
the labels of the children of a given vertex. More precisely, we consider the following 
rewriting system: 
axiom: root_label 
label l ~.~ chi ld l_label l , chi ldz_label  . . . . .  chi ldt~ _label1 
label2 ~ child l _label2, childz_label2 . . . . .  childt2 _label2 
labelr ~ .  chi ld l _labelr, child2_label . . . . . .  childtr_label,- 
where r is the number of rules of the rewriting system. 
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Proposition 4. Let {Ul .... ,Zp} and {z~ .... ,Z'q} be two classes of forbidden patterns. 
I f  T(Zl . . . . .  up) and T(u~ .. . . .  Zlq) are characterized by the same rewriting system, 
then they are isomorphic trees we denote T(zl .... ,up) ~ ~- T(z I . . . . .  Uq). The rewriting 
system thus generates a bijection between the two sets of permutations with forbidden 
subsequences. 
Now, we define the sites of a permutation and present some of their properties. 
Definition 5. A site of a permutation  in Sn is a location either between two con- 
secutive elements (i) and lz(i + 1) for 1 <~i<<.n - 1, or immediately to the left of 
n(1), or immediately to the right of n(n). A site of a permutation  in Sn(Zl . . . . .  up) 
is an active site if the insertion of n + 1 in this location gives a permutation 7 in 
Sn+](zl . . . . .  Zp). Otherwise, the site is inactive. An inactive site of a permutation  
in Sn(r! . . . . .  Up) is called a temporarily inactive site if it becomes active in a permu- 
tation 7 in Sn+k(u! . . . . .  Zp) obtained by inserting successively n + 1,n + 2 .. . . .  n + k 
somewhere in n where k ~> 1. Otherwise, the inactive site is definitively inactive. We 
denote a definitively inactive [resp. temporarily inactive and active] site by the symbol 
° [resp.. and ~]. 
Example. Consider the permutation  =3142 in $4(2314,42513). The permutation  
has: 
• Three active sites because the permutations 53142, 31542, 31452 belong to Ss(2314, 
42513). 
• One temporarily inactive site because the permutation 536142 belongs to $6(2314, 
42513); so the site between the elements 3 and 1 of the permutation 53142 is active. 
• One definitively inactive site because the subsequence n(1)n(3)n(4)= 342 of type 
231 forbids (according to pattern 2314) having an element greater han 4 to the 
right of the element 2. 
Thus, we write .3.1.4o2o for n. 
Clearly, the number of children of a vertex in T0q . . . . .  zp) corresponding to a per- 
mutation  in Sn(u] . . . . .  Up) is exactly its number of active sites denoted actsite(g). 
Proposition 6. We have the following properties about permutations with forbidden 
subsequences. 
(i) ([20]) For any forbidden patterns ~l . . . . .  ~p, we have: 
~ ~s,(~l ..... ~p)**~* ~ s . ( f f , . . . ,  ~)  ¢* ~c ~ s , (~ ..... ~)  
¢,~-1 s s,(¢i-1 .. . . .  up1). 
(ii) ([8,10,11]) 
• Let ~ in Sk be an unbarred permutation. 
The first z - l (k ) -  1 and last k -  z - l (k)  sites of any permutation in S,(z) 
are active. 
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(vii) 
• Let ~ be a barred permutation on [k] and let ¥ be as in Definition 2. 
The first ¥ - l (k  - 1) - 1 and last k - 1 -¥ -1 (k  - 1) sites o f  any permutation 
in S,(~) are active. 
(iii) ([8,10,11]) Let z be an unbarred permutation. 
Each inactive site is definitively inactive and T(T) is a tree. 
(iv) ([8,10,11]) Let ~ be an unbarred permutation in Sk. Let ~z be a permutation in 
S~(z), let p be the permutation obtained by deletin9 n into zc, and let ? be a 
permutation obtained by insertin 9 n + 1 into a site o f  rc which is active into p. 
Then 7 does not belon9 to S,+I(Q if and only i f  Y contains a subsequence 
7(ll)y(12)...y(lk) of  type z such that there exist 1 <~ i , j  <~ k verifyin9 y( li ) = n+ l, 
z(i)=k, y( l j )=n and z ( j )=k  - 1. 
(v) ([11]) Let ~ be a barred permutation, let z and ¥ be as in Definition 2, and let 
x be the distinguished element o f  ¥. 
Thus, {'c(z-l(x)- 1),z(z-l(x)+ 1)} N {x -  1,x+ 1} # 0 :=~ S, (~)=Sn(~) for  any 
positive integer n. 
(vi) ([8,10,11]) Let ~ be a barred permutation on [k], let ~ be as in Definition 2, and 
let x be the distinouished element o f  ~ such that {z(z - l (x ) -  1), 
"17(~'--1 (X) ÷ 1)} f-I {x - 1,x ÷ 1} = O. 
Then T(~) is a tree i f  and only i f  x # k. 
Let ~ be a barred permutation on [k], let z be as in Definition 2, and 
let x be the distinouished element of  ~ such that x<k and {z(z - l (x ) -  1), 
z(v-l(x)-+- 1)} f3 {x - 1,x+ 1}=0. 
I f  x <k-  1, then each inactive site is definitively inactive. 
Example. (i) The permutation 76412853 does not belong to $8(3241,24153), and its 
complement 23587146 does not belong to $8(2314,42513). 
(ii) The first, second and last sites of any permutation i Sn(24153) are active. 
(iii) and (vii) We write o2o3ol, for the permutation 231 in $3(35241,2341,42315) 
because the first site is active, the second site is definitively inactive according 
to pattern 35241, the third site is definitively inactive according to pattern 2341, 
and the fourth site is temporarily inactive according to pattern 42315. 
(iv) The site between elements 1 and 4 is active for the permutation zc=52143 in 
$5(3241) because 2 and 1 are less than 4 and 3 (since the elements 5 and 6 of 
the permutation ~ = 521643 are respectively associated to the elements 3 and 4 of 
the forbidden pattern 3241 ). 
(v) S~(25431)=Sn(2431). 
(vi) The vertex corresponding to the permutation 362415 in T(35241) is a root. 
Proof of (vii) of Proposition 6. Consider permutations 6, ~, 7 belonging, respectively, 
to Sn-I('f),Sn(~),Sn+l(~) such that ? is a child of n which is itself a child of 6 in 
T(~). Let ~' be the (permutation) child of 6 obtained by inserting n in the same site 
where n + 1 has been inserted to obtain ? from re. Suppose that ~' does not belong 
to Sn(~); that is to say, rt' contains a subsequence ~t of type ¥ which is not itself 
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part of a subsequence of type ~. Thus, ~ contains n because 6 belongs to Sn-l(~). 
However, ~ belongs to S,+1(~) and its subsequence ~ (the same as Y' with n replaced 
by n + 1) is of type ~ and must be a part of a subsequence tr of type z. Hence, a is 
the subsequence formed by n and elements of ~. This implies that x = k - 1 (n and 
n + 1 of a correspond to k -  1 and k of z). 
Assume now that x - -k  - 1. Clearly, the permutation z and the permutations which 
correspond to the grandfather and the father of z in T(~) avoid the pattern ~; on the 
other hand, the permutation "~ contains the pattern ~. The site where k - 1 must be 
inserted to btain permutation ~ is inactive for the permutation which corresponds to 
the grandfather of z in T(~). However, this site is active in order to obtain permutation 
z for the permutation which corresponds to the father of ~ in T(~). [] 
3. The main results 
Recall that Dulucq et al. [7] proved that the family (g, =S,(2413,41352) is in bi- 
jection with rooted nonseparable planar maps with n + 1 edges. Thus, we obtain a 
correspondence b tween two families of permutations with forbidden subsequences: 
~, =S~(2341,33241) and Cdn =Sn(2413,41352). 
Theorem 7. The family of two-stack sortable permutations ~n = Sn(2341, 33241 ) is in 
correspondence with the family of nonseparable permutations cdn = Sn (2413, 41352). 
Thus, 
[S~(2341,33241)1 - 
Moreover, 
(n + 1)(2n ÷ 1) ' 
ISn(2341, 35241)1 = ISn(3241,24153)l=lSn(2413,-42315)l 
----ISn(3142, 45312)1 --- 1S~(2413, 41352)1. 
The following three results are deduced from the proof of Theorem 7. 
Corollary 8. The number of two-stack sortable permutations on [n] having k right- 
to-left maxima is 
I{~ E Sn(2341, 35241) :rlmax0z) = k}l 
k+ 1 rain{n~_~2k+2} (3k - 2j + 2) (2 j -  k - 1 ) ( j -  2)!(3n - j - k  + 1)! 
(2n -k  + 1)! Z.., (n - - _ - ) :~  k-Z 1--~.~k--~.(2/~Tj:+2-)! " 
j=k+l 
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Furthermore, 
[{zt E Sn(2341,35241) : r lmax(g) = k}l 
= [{zt E S~(3241,24153) : l rmax(~) = k}[ 
= 1{Tz E S~(2413,42315) : lrmin(rQ = k}l 
= [{zt E S~(3142,45312) : lrmin(z0 = k}l 
= [{zt E S~(2413, 41352) : r lmax(n)  = k}l. 
Corol lary 9. The number of two-stack sortable permutations on 
descents is 
]{n E Sn(2341, 35241):  desc(n) = k}l = 
Furthermore, 
79 
[n] having k 
1 (2n-k - I ) ( :+: )  
(k + 1)(2k + 1) k 
Sn(2341,35241) : desc(rt) = k}] 
= I{r~ E S~(3241,24153) : invrise(zt) = k}l 
= I{rc E Sn(2413,42315) : invdesc(rc) = k}l 
= [{rr E S~(3142,45312) : desc(r0 = k}[ 
= I{rc E S~(2413,41352) : desc(z 0 = k}l. 
Corol lary 10. The number of two-stack sortable permutations on [n] having k + 1 
right-to-left maxima and k descents is 
1 (k ) (nk l )  I{• E Sn(2341,35241) : rlmax(zt) = k + 1, desc(rc) = k}[ = ~ 
Furthermore, 
[{rr E Sn(2341,35241 ) : rlmax(rc) = k + 1, desc(z 0 = k}[ 
= ]{zr E Sn(3241,24153) : lrmax(rt) = k + 1, invrise(r 0 -- k}l 
= I{rr E Sn(2413,42315) : l rmin(n) = k + 1, invdesc(rc) = k}[ 
= [{zc E Sn(3142,45312) : lnnin(n)  =k  + 1, desc(rc) = k}[ 
= [{lr E Sn(2413, 41352) : rlmax(Tr) = k + 1, desc(rc) = k}l. 
Fig. 3 shows the complete correspondence between two-stack sortable permutations 
and rooted nonseparable planar maps, and the parameters which correspond for each 
family of  permutations with forbidden subsequences through the different steps of  the 
correspondence. 
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[Two-stack sortable permutations Sn(2341, 35 41) = Pn ] [241 
rlmax , desc 
,j 
-1 
J 
[ S.(3214,24135) I 
l rmax,  invrise 
[" 
S,~(3241,24153) 
lrmax , invrise 
I 
c 
1 
I S~(2314,42513)] 
l rmin ,  invdesc 
1 
1 
1s~(2413,~231~)[ 
Irmin , invdesc 
-1 
[ 
Sn(3142, 423T5) [
l rmin ,  desc 
[ 
l 
[ Sn(3142, 45312) I 
lrmin , desc 
1 
-1 
r lmax,  invdesc 
1 
1 
[ Nonseparabl~ permutations Sn(2413, 52) = C~ ] 
proof given i  §4.1 and [8] 
proof given i  §4.2 and [11] 
proof given i  §4.3 and [8] 
proof given i  §4.4 and [8] 
rlmax , desc 
[ 
_-'z [~, s] 
I Rooted .onsep~able planar m~ps with ,, + 1 edges I [181 
face degree, number of vertices [2],[3] 
Fig. 3. Skeleton of the proof of West's conjecture. 
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4. The correspondence between two-stack sortable permutations 
~ = Sn(2341, 35241) and nonseparable permutations ~. = S~(2413, 41352) 
In order to establish the correspondence between ~n=Sn(2341,35241) and 
cgn=S,(2413,41352), we use the generating tree principle. In this section, we first 
present such bijections between S~(3214,24135) and S~(3241,24153), Sn(2314,42513) 
and S~(2413,42315), S~(3142,423T5) and S~(3142,45312). Next, we characterize 
T(2413,45312). Finally, we prove our main result. 
4.1. The bijection between S~(3214,24135) and S,(3241,24153) 
We prove that T(3214,24135) and T(3241,24153) are isomorphic trees. 
Proposition 11. 
• The generating trees T(3214,24135) and T(3241,24153) are both characterized by 
the following rewriting system (see Fig. 4). 
axiom: (210; 1) 
(xlq; Pl ..... Pk) ~ (2+pj Iq; Pl .. . . .  Pj-1, i) for 1 <<.j <~ k and pj_ 1 < i <~ pj, 
(x+ l lq+ 1;pl . . . . .  pk, i) for pk <i<~x, 
with po = 0 and Pl = 1. 
• The label of a vertex in T(3214,24135) or T(3241,24153) corresponding to a 
permutation  is defined by (actsite(rQ l invrise(rQ; Pl . . . . .  Plrmax~)) where Pt is the 
number of active sites to the left of the lth left-to-right maximum of re. 
Example. The permutation -- o4o30201o5o belongs to $5(3241,24153) and its label 
is (411; 1,3) because n has 4 children in T(3241,24153), 1 inverse rise and 2 left-to- 
right maxima having themselves 1 and 3 active sites on their left. 
The number of inverse rises could be omitted in the preceding rules for it is not 
necessary to characterize the generating trees. However, it allows to obtain refined 
enumeration formulas according to this parameter. 
Lenuna 12. We have the following properties: 
(i) The site to the left of each left-to-right maximum of a permutation in Sn(3214, 
24135) or Sn(3241,24153) is active. 
(ii) The first three [resp. first, second and last] sites of a permutation in Sn(3214, 
24135) [resp. S~(3241,24153)] are active. 
(iii) The active sites of a permutation i  S~(3214,24135) lie to the left of the inactive 
sites. 
Proof. (i) Let ~ be the permutation obtained by inserting n + 1 in the site to the left 
of a left-to-right maximum e of a permutation in S,(3214,24135) or S,(3241,24153). 
Suppose that a subsequence tr of y is of a forbidden type. The subsequence a contains 
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210;1 
310;1 
310;1 ~ 411;I,2 
~ 411;1,3 
311;1 
310;1 411;1,2 411;1,2 
512;1,2,3 
512; 1,2,4 
311;1 
411;1,3 ~ 511;1,2 
511;1,3 
512;1,3,4 
311;1 
311;1 ~ 412;1,2 
311;1 
411;1,2 311;1.2 411;1,2 5J2;1,2,3 
512;1,2,4 
312;1 
412;1,2,3 ~ 412;1,2 
512; 1,2,3 
513;1,2,3,4 
Fig. 4. The first four levels of the tree obtained from the rewriting system which characterizes T(3214,24135) 
and T(3241,24153). 
n + 1 (since rr avoids forbidden patterns) but it does not contain e (since e is a left- 
to-fight maximum). Thus, the subsequence a I obtained by swapping n + 1 and e in a 
has the same type, which is inconsistent with the hypothesis. 
(ii) and (iii) are deduced from the shape of the forbidden patterns. [] 
Proof of Proposition 11 for T(3214, 24135) [resp. T(3241, 2,4153)]. The label of the 
permutation 1 in S1(3214,24135) [resp. $1(3241,24153)] is (210; 1). Let rc a permu- 
tation in Sn(3214,24135) [resp. Sn(3241,24153)] be labeled (xlq;pl . . . .  ,Pk). Let us 
characterize the labels of the x children of n in T(3214,24135) [resp. T(3241,24153)]. 
Two cases arise depending on the location of the activated site. 
• Case 1: Insertion of  n + I into an active side to the left o f  the element n. Let 7 
be the permutation obtained by inserting n + 1 into the ith active site of 7r where 
1 ~< i ~< Pk. Hence, there is an unique j where 1 ~<j ~< k such that the jth left-to-fight 
maximum e is the smallest of the left-to-right maxima to the right of the ith active 
site. 
- -  We have invrise(y)= invrise(rr). 
- -  Let s be the site of ~ to the fight [resp. left] of e. We deduce from the shape of 
the forbidden patterns that the sites to the left of s (included) which were active 
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in 7~ are also active in 7. Similarly, the two sites on both sides of the element 
n + 1 are active. Furthermore, the insertion of n + 2 into a site to the right of 
s [resp. to the right of s unless s is the rightmost element] in the permutation 7 
creates the subsequence (n ÷ 1)en(7~-l(e) ÷ 1)(n ÷ 2) [resp. (n ÷ 1)e(n ÷ 2)Tt(n)] 
of type 3214 or 24135 [resp. 3241 or 24153]. 
Therefore, the permutation ~ is labeled (2 + Pjlq; Pl . . . . .  pj_l,i). 
• Case 2: Insertion of n + 1 into an active site to the right of the element n Let 
be the permutation obtained by inserting n ÷ 1 into the ith active site of ~z where 
pk <i<.x. 
- -  We have invrise(y) = invrise(Tz) + 1.
- -  We deduce from the shape of the forbidden pattems that all the active sites of 
rc remain active in ~ and that the two sites on both sides of the element n ÷ 1 
are also active. 
Therefore, the permutation 7 is labeled (x + llq + 1; pl . . . . .  pk, i). [] 
4.2. The bijection between Sn(2314,42513) and Sn(2413,42315) 
We prove that T(2314,42513) and T(2413,42315) are isomorphic trees. 
Propos i t ion  13 .  
• The 9eneratin 9 trees T(2314,42513) and T(2413,42315) are both characterized by 
the followin9 rewritin9 system (see Fig. 5). 
axiom: (211,0;) 
(xlp, q;q .. . . .  t j )~  (x +1+ ~=1 tk[p + 1,q + 1;) ,  
J (x + 1 + ~-~k=itk[p,q + 1;tl . . . . .  ti-1) for 2<<,i<~j + 1, 
( j  + 3lp, q;tl, . . . ,t j ,  i -  1) for l <<,i<x-j. 
• The label of a vertex in T(2314,42513) [resp. T(2413,42315)] correspondin 9 to a 
permutation rcis defined by (actsite(rQIlrmin(rc),invdesc(rc); t l , . . . ,  tlrmaxC~)-I ) where 
ti is the number of elements of rc located immediately to the right [resp. left] of the 
temporarily inactive sites which belon9 to ]s~_ 1, si[= {si-1 + 1, si-l + 2 . . . . .  s i -  1 }, 
and si is the ith left-to-right maximum of ~ with so = O. 
In the third part of the rewriting rule, in order to obtain a derivating tree for 
the rewriting system (that is to say, the tree built by applying the rewriting rules) 
exactly isomorphic to the generating tree for permutations with forbidden subsequences, 
i varies from 1 to x j 1 for T(2314,42513) and from x j 1 down to 1 for 
T(2413,42315). 
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211,0; 
514,3; 
~ 313,2;0 
413,2; 313,2;1 
313,2;2 
j 413,2; 
412,2;0 312,1; 312,1;0 
412,1;0,0 
~ 513,2; 
312,1;I 412,2;1 
412,1 ; 1,0 
513,2; 
~ 312,1;0 
412,1; 312,1;I 
~ 312,1;2 
512,2; 
511,2;0 
311,0;0 411, I ;0 411,1 ;0,0 
411,1;0,1 
512,1; 
~ 511,1;0 
411,0;0,0 511, I ;0,0 
511,0;0,0,0 
Fig. 5. The first four levels of the tree obtained from the rewriting system which characterizes T(2314,42513) 
and T(2413,42315). 
Example. The permutation rc= 02. lo5.4o6o3, belongs to $6(2314,42513) and its label 
is (412,3; 1, 1) because rc has 4 children in T(2314,42513), 2 left-to-right minima and 
3 inverse descents. Moreover, among the elements located immediately to the right of 
the temporarily inactive sites, the element 1 is less than 2 (since the first left-to-right 
maximum is sl = 2) and the element 4 belongs to ]2, 5[ (since the second left-to-right 
maximum is s2 = 5). 
The permutation re= o5o6o4.2.1.3, belongs to $6(2413,42315) and its label is 
(314,3;3) because ~ has 3 children in T(2413,42315), 4 left-to-right minima and 3 
inverse descents. Moreover, the three elements 4, 1 and 3 located immediately to the 
left of the temporarily inactive sites are less than 5 (since the first left-to-right maxi- 
mum is sl = 5). 
The numbers of left-to-right minima and inverse descents have been included in 
the preceding rules in order to obtain refined enumeration formulas according to these 
parameters. 
We use the following lemmas in our proof of this proposition: 
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Lenuna 14. Given the notation of Proposition 13, let ~ be a permutation in Sn(2314, 
42513) [resp. S~(2413,42315)]. Then, we have the followin9 properties. 
(i) The first site and the two sites on both sides of the element n are 
active. 
(ii) A site inactivated by a barred pattern is a temporarily inactive site. 
(iii) Each element e located between si and Si+l in ~ verifies si-i <e<si. Moreover, 
the elements located to the right of the element n and to the left of the last 
active site are 9reater than Slrmax(n)-l. 
(iv) A site to the left of the element n is active if and only if the element on its 
right is a left-to-right maximum. 
Proof. (i) is deduced from the shape of the forbidden patterns. 
(ii) For example, the permutation (n + 1)rffl)r~(2)...rffn) activates such a 
site. 
(iii) We have e<si [or e<n]. Assume now that e<si-1 [or e<Slrmax(n)-l]. Thus, 
the subsequence si-lsiesi+l [or Slrmax(,)-lne(n + 1)] is of type 2314 but it is not itself 
part of a subsequence of type 42315. 
(iv) Let e be an element which is not a left-to-right maximum and which is to the 
left of the element n. Then, there exists some e ~ >e to the left of e such that the 
subsequence e~(n + 1)en is of type 2413 but it is not itself part of a subsequence of
type 42513. 
Assume now that the site to the left of si is inactive. If it is inactivated by a 
subsequence of type 2314 or 42315, then all of the sites to its right would be 
inactive; if it is inactivated by a subsequence of type 2413 or 42513, then the 
element of n corresponding to 2 in the forbidden patterns would be less than or 
equal to si-i and the element of n corresponding to 1 in the same forbidden pattern 
would be located to the right of the last active site according to (iii). Each case is 
inconsistent with the hypothesis because the site to the right of n is always active 
according to (i). [] 
Lemma 15. Given the notation of Proposition 13, we have the followin9 
properties: 
(i) Inactive sites to the left of the last active site of a permutation in 
Sn(2314,42513) [resp. Sn(2413,42315)] are temporarily [resp. definitively] 
inactive. 
(ii) Consider the sites to the right of the element n of a permutation in Sn(2314, 
42513). The active sites are consecutive and the inactive sites are definitively 
inactive. 
(iii) I f  rc belonos to S,(2314,42513), then t i= l{rc (Tz - l ( s i ) -k  - 1),rffn- l(s i)+2) .. . . .  [ 
~(rc - l ( s i+ l )  - 1)} = ~-~(s i+ i  ) - ~-a(s~)  - 1. 
(iv) Let n be a permutation in S~(2413,42315), and let re(l) and n(F) be elements 
located to the left of temporarily inactive sites such that they belono to ]si-bsi[ 
and ]si,_ 1, si, [, respectively. I f  l < F, then i >~ i ~. 
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Proof. (i) and (ii) are deduced from the shape of the forbidden patterns. 
(iii) is deduced from properties (i) and (ii) and from Lemma 14. 
(iv) All the elements e to the fight of zffl) are less than si in order to avoid the 
subsequence simr(l)e which is of type 2413. [] 
Proof  o f  P ropos i t ion  13  fo r  T(2314, 42513) [resp. T(2413, 42315)1. The label of the 
permutation 1 in $1(2314,42513) [resp. $1(2413,42315)] is (211,0;). Let z~ a permu- 
tation in Sn(2314,42513) [resp. S~(2413,42315)] be labeled (x[p,q;tl . . . . .  tj). Let us 
characterize the labels of the x children of 7r in T(2314,42513) [resp. T(2413,42315)]. 
Two cases arise depending on the location of the activated site. 
• Case 1: Insertion of  n + 1 into an active site to the left of  the element n. Let 7 
be the permutation obtained by inserting n + 1 into the ith active site of lr where 
l <<.i<<,j + 1. 
- -  Thus, lrmin(?) is equal to lrminUr) + 1 if i = 1 (since n + 1 is inserted in the 
first site) and to lrmin(lt) otherwise. Moreover, invdesc(7)= invdesc(r 0 + 1. 
- -  Each temporarily inactive site in ~r becomes active in 7 if the element on its 
right [resp. left] is greater than si- l ,  and is unchanged otherwise. 
- -  The other sites are unchanged. 
Therefore, the permutation 7 is labeled 
(x 
(x 
+ 1 + E~=, tklP + 1,q + 1;) 
+1+ ~=i tk ]p ,q  - 1;tl . . . . ,  t i - l )  
if i=1,  
otherwise. 
• Case 2: Insertion of  n + 1 into an active site to the right of  the element n. Let 7 
be the permutation obtained by inserting n + 1 into the ith active site to the fight 
of n [resp. the ith active site reading the permutation from fight to left] in rc where 
1 <<.i<x - j .  Thus, the activated site is the (lrmax(rc) + i)th [resp. (x + 1 - i)th] 
active site of re. 
- -  We have lrmin(7)= lrmin(~z) and invdesc(7)=invdesc(zr). 
- -  For T(2314, 42513 ), the sites to the right of n + 1 in 7 but not immediately 
to its right are definitively inactive sites because the subsequence n(n + 1) 
7(7-1(n + 1) + 1)(n + 2) is of type 2314. For T(2413,42315), the i - 1 last 
active sites of zr become temporarily inactive sites in y and the elements on their 
left are greater than Slrmax(n)_ 1. 
- -  The other sites are unchanged. 
Therefore, the permutation 7 is labeled ( j  + 3[p,q;tl . . . . .  tj, i -  1). [] 
4.3. The bijection between Sn(3142,423]5) and Sn(3142,45312) 
We prove that T(3142,423]5) and T(3142, 45312) are isomorphic trees. 
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Proposition 16. 
• The 9eneratin9 trees T(3142,423]5) and T(3142,45312) are both characterized by 
the following rewritin9 system (see Fig. 6). 
axiom: (211,0, { }; ) 
(xls, d ,{}; )  ~(x+l l s+ l ,d+l ,{} ; ) ,  
(x+ lls, d , [2 , i -  1] ; i -1 , i -2  . . . . .  1) for 2<~i<.x, 
(XlS ,d,R;D 1 . . . . .  Dp) ~ (x - D1 Is + 1,d + 1, { }; ), 
(x -  D~ls, f ,  Rn[2 , i -  1] ;max{D~-Oi ,  -  1}, 
max{D2 - Di, i - 2} . . . . .  max{Di_ 1 - Di, 1 }) 
for 2 <~ i <~ p, 
(x + lls, d + 1,R; 1 ÷Ol ,  1 ÷O2 . . . . .  1 +Dp),  
(x + lls, d, RU[2 + p , i -  1 + p]; 
max{1 +Dbp+ i -  1}, 
max{1 + D2, p + i - 2} . . . . .  max{1 + Dp, i},  
i -  1 , i -2  . . . . .  1) for2<~i<~x-p 
where 
I d if i belongs to R, 
f 
I d + 1 otherwise. 
• The label of a vertex in T(3142,423]-5) [resp. T(3142,45312)] correspondin 9 to a 
permutation rc is defined by (actsite(n)llrmin(rc),desc(n),R(rc);Dl . . . . .  Dp ) where 
- -  ah is the index of the element o the left [resp. right] of the (h + 1)st [resp. 
hth] active site of 7z, 
- -  R(r 0 is the set of r such that the rth active site is immediately to the left 
of an element which is not a left-to-rioht maximum and is to the left of the 
element n, 
- -  Dj = D(r~(aj)) = max{k - j : k >j  and n(ak) > n(aj)} is called the distance for 
any element (aj) to the left of the element n. 
Example. The permutation --olo3o7~5°6°4o2o belongs to $7(3142,423]-5) and its 
label is (611,3,{};4,2) because n has 6 children in T(3142,423]-5), 1 left-to-right 
minimum and 3 descents. Two elements to the left of 7 (excluded) are immediately to 
the left of active sites and we have D1 = D(Tt(al )) = D(1 ) = 4 (as the element it(as ) = 2 
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211,0,{}; 
312,1,{ };
311,0.{ };1 
514,3,{ };
413,2,{ }; ~ 513,2,{ };1 
513,2,{2};2,1 
~ 513,2,{ 2,3 };3,2,1 
313,2, {}; 
412,1,{};I 512,2,{ };2 
512,1,{ };2,1 
512,1,{3};3,2,1 
213,2,{}; 
412,1,{2};2,1 312,1,{ };1 
512,2,{2};3,2 
512,1,{2};3,2,1 
212,1,{ }; ~ 313,2,{}; 
~ 312,1,{ };I 
212,2,{ };
411,1,{ };2 511,2,{ };3 
511,1,{ };3,1 
511,I,{3};3,2,1 
212,1,{ };
411,0,{ };2,1 ~ 311,1,{ };1 
511,1,{ };3,2 
511,0,{ };3,2,1 
Fig. 6. The first four levels of the tree obtained from the rewriting system which characterizes T(3142,423]5) 
and T(3142,45]12). 
is the rightmost maximal element to be considered) and/)2 =D( l r (a2) )=D(3)= 2 (as 
the element rr(a4)=4 is the rightmost maximal element to be considered). As all 
elements (1 and 3) to the left of 7 and immediately to the right of active sites are 
left-to-right maxima, ROt)= { }. 
The permutation lr= o3o204o1o8°6°7o5o belongs to $8(3142, 45312) and its label 
is (713,4,{2,4};5,4,3,2) because lr has 7 children in T(3142, 45312), 3 left-to-right 
minima and 4 descents. Four elements to the left of 8 (excluded) are immediately to the 
right of active sites and we have D1 = D(rffal )) = D(3) = 5, D2 = D(n(a2)) = D(2) : 4, 
D3=D(r f fa3) )=D(4)=3 and D4=D(zf fa4) )=D(1)=2 (in each case, the element 
It(a6)=5 is the rightmost maximal element o be considered). Only lr(a2) and lr(a4) 
are not left-to-right maxima immediately to the right of active sites to the left of 8; 
hence, R(n) = {2,4}. 
The numbers of left-to-right minima and descents have been included in the preced- 
ing rules in order to obtain refined enumeration formulas according to these parameters. 
Lemma 17. Given the notation of  Proposition 16, we have the following properties: 
(i) The first and second sites and the two sites on both sides of  the element n of  
a permutation in Sn(3142,45312) are active. 
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(ii) The first and last sites and the site to the left of  n of a permutation in S,,(3142, 
423]-5) are active. 
(iii) Let 7 be the permutation obtained by inserting n + 1 into an active site of 
a permutation ~ in S,,(3142,423]-5) or S,,(3142,45312). Then, the active sites of 
to the left of  the activated site remain active in ~. 
(iv) I f  a site to the right of  the element n of a permutation in Sn(3142,423]-5) 
or S,,(3142,45312) is active, then the elements on its right are less than the 
elements between n and the site. In particular, an element immediately to the 
left of  an active site located to the right of the element n is a right-to-left 
maximum. 
(v) Let rc a permutation in Sn(3142,423]-5) or S,(3142,45312) be labeled (xls, d,R; 
D1 . . . . .  Dp). Now, p=O if and only if  rc(1)=n. Moreover, i f  zt(1)--n, then 
n={}. 
Proof. (i)-(ii i) are deduced from the shape of the forbidden patterns. (iv) Otherwise, 
7 contains a subsequence nel(n + 1)e2 of type 3142. (v) is a consequence of (i) and 
(ii), given the notation of Proposition 16. [] 
Proof of Proposition 16 for T(3142, 42335) [resp. T(3142, 45312)]. The label of the 
permutation 1 in S1(3142,423]-5) [resp. $1(3142,45312)] is (211,0, { }; ). Let ~ a per- 
mutation in Sn(3142,423]-5) [resp. Sn(3142, 45312)] be labeled (xls, d,R;D1 . . . . .  Dp) 
such that p can be equal to 0. Let us characterize the labels of the x children of zt in 
T(3142,423T5) [resp. T(3142,45312)]. Four cases arise depending on the location of 
the activated site. 
• Case 1: Insertion of n + 1 into the first site where p >~ O. Let 7 be the permutation 
so obtained. 
- -  We have lrmin(~) = lrmin(n) + 1 and desc(7) --- desc(zt) + 1. 
- -  If p = 0, then we have actsite(7) -- actsite(zt) + 1. 
Now, consider p>0.  The sites between n(al)=rc(1) and n(al+D,) become 
inactive in 7 in order to avoid subsequences (n + 1)rc(al)(n + 2)rffal+D, ) of 
type 3142. Likewise, the insertion of n + 2 into the site to the right of zt(al+D1 ) 
[resp. to the left of re(a1 )] creates the subsequence (n + 1)rc(al )rffal+Di )(n + 2) 
[resp. (n + 1)(n + 2)rt(al)n] of type 423]-5 [resp. 45712]. We deduce from the 
shape of the forbidden patterns that the other active sites of zt remain active 
in ~,. 
Therefore, the permutation ~is labeled 
(x+l l s+ l ,d+l ,{} ; )  if p=O, 
(x -  Dlls + l ,d + l,{ }; ) otherwise. 
• Case 2: Insertion of n + 1 into an active site to the left of  the element n (other 
than the first site and the site immediately to the left of  the element n) where 
p > O. Let ~ be the permutation obtained by inserting n + 1 into the ith active site 
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of  n where 2<~i<~p, that is to say &to the site to the right of  lr(ai-1) [resp. to 
the left of  ~(ai)]. 
- -  We have l rmin(7)= lrmin(n). 
- -  I f  i belongs to R, then as the element to the right of the activated site is a 
left-to-right maximum, we have desc(7)= desc(n)+ 1. Otherwise, there exists 
an element y to the left of  x (where x is the element to the fight of the ith 
active site of ~z) such that y is greater than x. As the site is active, there exists 
an element z (perhaps y)  to the left of  x which is greater than x in order to 
avoid the subsequence yz(n + 1)x of type 3142. Thus, in this case, we have 
desc( j  = desc0z). 
- -  The sites between ~z(ai) and 7t(ai+Di) become inactive in 7 because the type 
of the subsequence (n + 1)rc(ai)(n ÷ 2)~(ai+o,) is 3142. The site to the right 
of rc(ai+o~) [resp. between n + 1 and 7c(ai)] becomes inactive in ~ because the 
subsequence (n ÷ 1)Tz(ai)Tz(ai+o~)(n ÷ 2) [resp. (n ÷ 1)(n ÷ 2)~z(ai)n] is of type 
423]-5 [resp. 45712]. All other active sites of n remain active in 7. 
- -  The permutation y has i active sites to the left of  n ÷ 1 such that the first and ith 
active sites of 7 have a left-to-right maximum immediately to their fight. Thus, 
R(~,) = R(rt) A [2,i - 1]. 
i Consider now the distance D(y(aj)) where 1 <~j<<.i - 1. I f  ~z(aj+oj) is to the 
right of n( ai+o, ), then D(y( aj ) ) = Dj - Di; otherwise, D(y( aj ) ) = i - j .  
Therefore, the permutation 7 is labeled (x -  Dils, f ,  RN[2 , i -  1] ;max{D1-  Di, 
i - 1 },max{D2 - Oi, i - 2} . . . . .  max{Di_l - Di, 1}) where 
d if i belongs to R, 
f = d + 1 otherwise. 
• Case 3: Insertion of  n + 1 into the site immediately to the left of  the element n 
where p > 0. Let ~ be the permutation so obtained. 
- -  We have l rmin(y)= lrmin(n) and desc(y)= desc(n)+ 1. 
- -  We deduce from the shape of the forbidden patterns that all the active sites of 
remain active in y and that the two sites on both sides of the element n + 1 
are also active. 
- -  We have R(~)=R0z) .  
- -  Moreover, D(7(aj ) )= 1 + D(n(aj)) for any 1 ~<j~< p because there is one more 
active site inserted. 
Therefore, the permutation ~ is labeled (x + lls, d + 1,R; 1 +D1,  1 +D2 . . . . .  1 +Dp). 
• Case 4: Insertion of  n ÷ 1 into an active site to the right of  the element n where 
p>~0. Let 7 be the permutation obtained by inserting n + 1 into the (p÷ i)th active 
site of ~t where 2<<,i<~x - p. 
- -  We have lrmin(),)= lrmin(n). Moreover, we obtain desc(7)=desc0z).  
- -  We deduce from the shape of the forbidden patterns that all the active sites of 
7z remain active in 7 and that the two sites on both sides of the element n + 1 
are also active. 
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- -  For k strictly between p ÷ 1 and p + i, the kth active site has an element o its 
right which is not a left-to-right maximum. On the other hand, the (p + 1 )st and 
(p ÷ i)th active sites have the elements respectively n and n + 1 immediately to 
their right. 
- -  First, consider the old distances Dj of re, for 1 ~<j ~< p. If zt(aj+Dj) is to the right 
of n ÷ 1 in y, then D(y(aj))  = 1 ÷ Dj; otherwise, D(y(aj))  = p ÷ i - j because 
n + 1 is now the rightmost maximal element o be considered. Moreover, new 
distances D t appear in ? where p+ 1 <~ l <<. p + i - 1 such that D( y( a t ) ) = p + i - l,
since n + 1 is the rightmost maximal element o be considered for them. 
Therefore, the permutation ? is labeled (x ÷ l[s,d, RU[2 + p , i -  1 + p]; 
max{1 + Dt ,p  + i - 1},max{1 + D2, p + i - 2} . . . . .  max{1 + Dp, i},i - 1, 
i -2  .. . .  ,1). [] 
4.4. The generatin 9 tree of  permutations in S,,(2413,45312) 
We prove that T(2413,45312) and T(2413,41352) [7] are isomorphic trees. 
Propos i t ion  18.  
• The generating tree T(2413,45312) is characterized by the following rewriting 
system (see Fig. 7). 
"axiom: (212,2; { }) 
(xlp, q; G1 . . . . .  Gr) "~ (i + 1 + rlsi, q + 1; G~,G{,G~ . . . . .  G'r) 
for  l~ i<~x- r ,  
(x + 2 - i + #G: - #Gilp + 1,q; Gi, Gi+l tA {p + 1} . . . . .  
GrU{p+l})  for  l<<.i<.r, 
where s: = 2, si = min{k : k > si-1 and k ~ GI } for 2 <~ i <~x- r, G~ = Gj A [3, si] and 
#Gj denotes the cardinal o f  Gj. 
• The label o f  a vertex in T(2413,45312) corresponding to a permutation zc is defined 
by (actsite(rc)[ 1 + lrmax(zt), 2 + invdesc(•); Gl . . . . .  Grlmax(,)) where Gi is the set of  
numbers 1 + g such that the sites immediately to the left o f  the 9th left-to-right 
maximum of  rc are inactive in the permutation obtained by insertin 9 the element 
n + 1 into the ith rioht active site of  it (that is to say, the ith active site o f  ~z to 
the right o f  its maximal element). 
Example. The permutation 7z= 03.1o4o20 belongs to $4(2413,45312) and its label is 
(413,3; { },{3}) because 7z has 4 children in T(2413,45312), 2 left-to-right maxima 
and 1 inverse descent. If the element 5 is inserted into the first right active site, then 
we obtain the permutation o3.1o405o20 whose left-to-right maxima are immediately 
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313,2;{} 
212,2;{} 
312,3;{ },{ } 
~ 512,5;1 },{ },{ },{ }
513,4;{ },{3},{3} 
412,4;{ },{ },{ } 4t3,4;{ },{3} 
313,4;{ } 
~ 412,4;{},{},{} 
513,4;{ },{ },{3} 
413,3;{ },{3} 514,3;{ },{3,4} 
314,3;{3} 
~ 312,4;1},1} 
313,3;{} 413,4;{ },{} 
414,3;{ } 
~ 412,4;{ },{ },{ }
312,3;{ },{} 413,3;{ },{3} 
313,3;{ } 
412,4;11,1},1} 
413,3;{ },{ } 513,4;{ },{ },{ }
514,3;{ },{4} 
414,3;{ } 
~ 312,3;{ },{ } 
414,2;{} 413,3;{ },{ } 
514,3;{ },{ } 
515,2;{ } 
Fig. 7. The first four levels of the tree obtained from the rewriting system which characterizes T(2413, 45312) 
and T(2413,41352) [7]. 
to the fight of active sites; hence, G1 ----- { }. If the element 5 is inserted into the second 
fight active site, then we obtain the permutation 3olo4o2o5o whose second left-to- 
fight maximum (the element 4) is to the fight of an inactive site and this is the only 
left-to-fight maximum to be considered; hence, G2 = {3}. 
The number of inverse descents has been included in the preceding rules in order 
to obtain refined enumeration formulas according to this parameter. 
Lemma 19. Given the notation of Proposition 18, let rc a permutation in Sn(2413, 
45312) be labeled (xlp, q; G1 .. . . .  Gr). Then, we have the followin9 properties. 
(i) The first site, the site to the left of n and the two last sites are active. 
(ii) I f  the element n + 1 is inserted into a left [resp. right] active site of ~, then the 
active sites located to its left [resp. right] remain active in the permutation thus 
obtained 
(iii) I f  a site to the left of the element n is active, then the elements on its left 
are less than the elements between the site and n. In particular, an element 
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(iv) 
(v) 
immediately to the right o f  an active site located to the left o f  the element n is 
a left-to-right maximum. 
A site to the right o f  the element n is active i f  and only if  the element immedi- 
ately to its ri#ht ( i f  any) is a right-to-left maximum. 
Let G1 = { 1 + gl . . . . .  1 + gk } and consider the sites immediately to the left o f  the 
lrmax(g) = k + x -  r left-to-right maxima of  ~. The gjth left-to-right maximum 
where 1 <<.j <~ k is immediately to the right of  an inactive site. On the other hand, 
the (s i -  1)th left-to-right maximum where 1 <<.i<<.x- r is immediately to the 
right of  an (the ith ) active site. Thus, x - r = p - 1 - #G1 is the number o f  left 
active sites o f  ~. 
Proof .  (i) and (ii) are deduced from the shape of the forbidden patterns. 
(iii) Otherwise, the permutation so obtained contains a subsequence el(n + 1)e2n of 
type 2413. 
(iv) Let e be the element o the right of a site to the right of n in n. Consider the 
permutation obtained by inserting n + 1 in this site. Clearly, if e is not a right-to-left 
maximum, then there exists an element e '> e to its right, so the subsequence n(n+ 1 )ee' 
is of type 45512. Consider now that e is a right-to-left maximum. The pattern 2413 
cannot inactivate the site. Now assume there exists a subsequence el (n + 1 )e2e3 of type 
45712. If el is greater than e, then the subsequence el(n + 1)ee2e3 is of type 45312; 
whereas, if el is less than e, then as 7t in Sn(2413,45312), the subsequence el e2e3 of 
type 3412 is part of a subsequence elee~e2e3 of type 45312 like e l (n+ 1)e'e2e3. Thus, 
each case is inconsistent with the hypothesis and the site to the left of a right-to-left 
maximum is active. 
(v) follows from Proposition 18's notation. [] 
Proof  o f  P ropos i t ion  18. The label of the permutation 1 in $1(2413, 45312 ) is (212,2; 
{}). Let n a permutation i  Sn(2413,45312) be labeled (xlp, q;G1 . . . . .  Gr). Let us 
characterize the labels of the x children of n in T(2413,45312).. Two cases arise 
depending on the location of the activated site. 
• Case 1: Insertion o f  n + 1 into an active site to the left o f  the element n. Let 7 
be the permutation obtained by inserting n + 1 into the ith active site of 7z where 
l <~ i <~x - r. 
- -  We have l rmax(~)=s i -  1 and invdesc(~)= invdesc(n)+ 1.
- -  Let fi be the permutation obtained by inserting n + 2 into the jth right active 
site of 7 where 1 <~j<<.r+ 1. Consider the left-to-fight maxima of fi which create 
a forbidden subsequence if n + 3 is inserted immediately to their left. They are 
exactly the left-to-right maxima of rt (to the left of the ith active site of 70 
which create a subsequence of the same type if n + 2 is inserted immediately to 
their left, in the permutation obtained by inserting n + 1 into the (j - 1)th right 
active site of rc (the first right active site for j = 1). 
Therefore, the permutation 3, is labeled (i + 1 + rlsi, q + • i i i 1, GI, G1,G 2 . . . . .  Gr). where 
sl =2,  s i=min{k :k>s ,_ l  and k q~ Gl} for i>1, and Gj=GjN[3 ,s i ]  
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* Case 2: Insertion of  n + 1 &to an active site to the right of the element n. Let 
be the permutation obtained by inserting n + 1 into the (x - r + i)th active site of 
where 1 ~< i ~< r. 
- -  We have lrmax(7 ) = lrmax(n) + 1 and invdesc(7 ) = invdesc(n). 
- -  The left active sites of  7 are the site to the left of n + 1 and the lrmax(n) - #Gi 
active sites to the left of n. On the other hand, the right active sites of ~, are the 
site to the right of n + 1 and the r - i last active sites. 
- -  Let 6 be the permutation obtained by inserting n + 2 into the jth right ac- 
tive site of 7 where 2 ~<j ~< r - i + 1. The site to the left of n + 1 (which is the 
pth left-to-right maximum) becomes inactive in ~ because the subsequence 
n(n + 3)~z(7-1(n + 1))(n + 2) is of type 2413. The left-to-right maxima to the 
left of n of 6 are immediately to the right of inactive sites if and only if they 
belong to Gi+j-1. 
Therefore, the permutation Y is labeled (x + 2 - i + #G1 - #Gilp + l,q;Gi, Gi+l U 
{p+ 1} . . . . .  GrU{p+ 1}). [] 
4.5. Proofs of  the enumerating formulas 
Proofs  of  Theorem 7 and Corol lar ies 8, 9 and 10. We deduce from the preceding 
rewriting systems and from results of Dulucq et al. [7] that 
[{~z E Sn(2341, 35241 ) : rlmax(~) = i, desc(~) =j}[  
= [{re E Sn(3214, 24135) : lrmax(n) = i, invrise(rc) - j} ]  
since (Sn(2341, 35241 )-1 )* = Sn(3214, 24135), 
= I{rc E S~(3241,24153) : lrmax(n) = i, invrise(n) =J}l  by Proposition 11, 
= I{r~ E S~(2314, 42513) : lrmin(r0 = i, invdesc(r0 = j} l  
since Sn(3241,24153 ) c =S~(2314,42513), 
= [{z E Sn(2413,42315) "lrmin(n) = i, invdesc(z0 =J}l  by Proposition 13, 
= [{re E S~(3142,423]-5) : lrmin(n) = i, desc(r0 = J}[ 
since Sn (2413,42315)- 1 = S~ (3142, 42315), 
= I{zc E Sn(3142,45512) : lrmin(lt) = i, desc(n) =j}J  by Proposition 16, 
= [{n E Sn(2413,45312) : rlmax(zc) = i, invdesc(n) =J}l  
since ((S~(3142, 45312) -1 )* )c = S~(2413, 45312), 
= [{n E S~(2413, 41352) :rlmax(n) = i, desc(n) =J}l  
by Lemma 20 of [7] and Proposition 18. 
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Thus, we have 
• 1S,(2341,35241)1 = [S,(2413, 41552)1, 
• [{lt E S~(2341,33241 ) : rlmax(z) = k}l = [{Tt E S,(2413, 41352) :rlmax(Tr) = k} [, 
• [{n E Sn(2341, 35241): desc(r 0 --k}l = [{n E S,(2413, 41352) :desc(n) = k} [, 
• I{n E S,(2341,35241 ) : flmax(Tz) = k + 1, desc(rc) = k}l 
= I{lt E S,(2413,41352) : rlmax(r 0 = k + 1,desc(r 0 = k}l 
and Dulucq et al. [7] proved that 
• [S~(2413,41~52)1 = 2 (3,~ (n+l  ~2n+l )  \ n 1 '  
• [{rc E S.(2413,41352) : rlmax(rc) =k}l 
__ k + 1 ~--~rnin{n+l,2k+2} (3k -2 /+2X2/ -  k - 1)( , / -  2)!(3n - , i  - k+l ) !  
(2n ---- 7c~-l)! /.--J j=k+ 1 (n - j+ l ) ! ( j -k -1) ! ( j -k ) ! (2k- j+2)!  ' 
1 (2n-k--l'~ (n+k'~ • [{rtES,(2413,41352)'desc(n)=k}l  (k+l)~2k+l)~ k J~,-kJ' 
• ]{nES,(2413,41352):r lmax(r0=k+ 1,desc(rc)=k}] = i , [] 
5. Conclusions 
This paper provides a combinatorial proof of the West's conjecture based on the 
remarkable fact that two-stack sortable permutations are enumerated by the same num- 
bers as rooted nonseparable planar maps. However, our proof required no less than 
eight different families of permutations with forbidden subsequences to establish the 
correspondence. A careful examination of the structure of the generating trees of these 
families allows to obtain an improvement of the conjecture of West and the result of 
Zeilberger [24]. One would like to find a direct combinatorial proof. 
The software forb±d [10], which builds the generating tree of a family of per- 
mutations, was very useful to obtain our result. Indeed, it allows to underline the 
intermediate families of permutations with forbidden subsequences enumerated by 
(2(3n)!/(n + 1)!(2n + 1)!). 
Using the software forb id ,  we determined three other families [S,(3412,24531), 
S,(1342,31254) and S,(1423,42513)] which cannot be related by mirror, complement 
or inverse operations to the families of permutations with forbidden subsequences men- 
tioned above in our bijection. However, the first family is in correspondence with 
Sn(3142, 24351) using a new rewriting system [11]. Nevertheless, the last two fami- 
lies remain isolated, and it is an open problem whether they are truly enumerated by 
(2(3n)!/(n + 1)!(2n + 1)!). 
Between the submission of this paper and its revision, Goulden and West [9] have 
obtained another combinatorial proof of the West's conjecture. 
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